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Suppementary Material



C Eletrostati Properties from PseudoatomDensity FuntionsThe gsf's in VALRAY are Fourier transforms of analytial funtions whih onsistof radial funtions, given in Appendix A, and spherial surfae harmonis. Forpseudoatom p, the eletron density part onsists of the bases,�p;`m�(r) = �p;`(r)y`m�(
r)=4� (88)with a orresponding basis for gsf p,fp;`m�(K) = i`fp;`(K)y`m�(
K) (89)With the use of population oeÆients, Cp`m�, the full pseudoatom density is,�p(r) = X̀m�Cp`m� �p;`m�(r) (90)or the full gsf at site p is,fp(K) = X̀m�Cp`m�fp;`m�(K) (91)The pseudoatoms in superposition at sites Rp may be employed to represent thedensity of a moleule or rystal,�(r) =Xp �p(r�Rp) (92)or equivalently, the gsf's an be used to onstrut a form fator or rystal struturefator,F(K) =Xp fp(K)eiK�Rp: (93)Either (92) or (93) may be used for the derivation of eletrostati properties ofmoleules and rystals. The present appendix will outline the onversion of (88)or (89) into omponents for the eletrostati potential, eletrial �eld, eletrial�eld gradients, gradient of the eletron density, the hessian of the eletron density,and the Laplaian of the eletron density. Although some useful relations formean thermal eletrial properties have been developed, the results presentedhere are restrited to eletrostati properties based on stationary pseudoatoms.An irregular spherial harmoni, whih isVLM� = r�(L+1)yLM�(
r); (94)Ed. 2.1 July 28, 2000 117
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has the pseudoatom expetation value of,hVLM�i = Z �p(r+Rp) r�(L+1)yLM�(
r) d3r (95)= � i�L2�2(2L� 1)!!�Z fp(K)e�iK�RpyLM�(
K)KL�2d3K: (96)The harge density is entered at �Rp. For jRpj equal to zero, hVLM�i will vanishunless fp(K) has a spherial surfae harmoni y`m� with ` = L and m� = M �.With jRpj not equal to zero, the produts y`m�(
K)yLM �(
K) will be a linearombination of other spherial surfae harmonis that will math the harmonis ofthe plane wave in integration over 
K. We will use (96) to derive the pseudoatomontribution to the potential, eletrial �eld, and eletri �eld gradient at the siteRp from the pseudoatom enter.C.1 Eletrostati PotentialFor L = 0 (96) will give the eletrostati potential at Rp. The y0 0 in (96) is unityfor all K so the angular integration gives 4� � y`m�(
Rp). With L = 0 (96) isredued to evaluation of the radial integral in K,2� Z 10 fp;`(K)j`(KRp)dK = Z 10 �p;`(x)x2 � 2� Z 10 j`(Kx)j`(KRp)dK� dx:(97)The integral in the parentheses of eqn (97) is known as the disontinuous integralof Weber�Shafheitlin. The epliit solutions in terms of x and Rp is found inWatson [50℄ eqns (2) and (3) on p.401. Thus the integral with the two spherialBessel funtions in the integrand of (97) is,2� Z 10 j`(Kx)j`(KRp)dK = 12`+ 18>><>>: x`R`+1p 0 < x < RpRp̀x`+1 Rp < x <1 (98)From (98) the double integral of (97) redues to a radial funtion in Rp,Rp;`(Rp) = 12`+ 1  1R`+1p Z Rp0 �p;`(x)x`+2dx+Rp̀ Z 1Rp �p;`(x)x1�`dx! (99)The eletrostati potential due to a pseudoatom entered at �Rp is,�p(Rp) = X̀m�Cp`m�Rp;`(Rp)y`m�(
Rp) (100)It is (100) whih is oded into one of the FOPROP programs in the VALRAYpakage. Ed. 2.1 July 28, 2000 118
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C.2 Eletrial FieldThe L = 1 ase for hVLM�i, given by (96), is a vetor quantity. It is the eletri�eld at Rp generated by a pseudoatom. The yLM�(
K) in (96) have L = 1 andM� = 1+; 1�; 0. The produts of these funtions with the gsf surfae harmonis,y`m�, generate linear ombinations of other harmonis. A gsf with an harmonithat is degree ` will generate harmonis of degree `+ 1 and `� 1 for the angularvariable 
Rp . Some of these may be zero, sine the assoiated Legendre vanishesif `� 1 is less than jm� 1j. For those surfae harmonis that are non�zero, theangular integration over 
K will generate �4� � ynk�(
Rp) surfae harmoniswith n = `� 1 and k = m� 1. Sine fp;`(K) is the Fourier�Bessel transform of�p;`, the radial integrals over K will be:2� Z 10 fp;`(K)j`+1(KRp)KdK= Z 10 �p;`(x)x2 � 2� Z 10 j`(Kx)j`+1(KRp)KdK� dx (101)2� Z 10 fp;`(K)j`�1(KRp)KdK= Z 10 �p;`(x)x2 � 2� Z 10 j`(Kx)j`�1(KRp)KdK� dx: (102)Both (101) and (102) ontain the disontinuous integrals of Weber�Shafheitlinwith expliit solutions:2� Z 10 j`(Kx)j`+1(KRp)KdK = 8><>: x`R`+2p 0 < x < Rp0 Rp < x <1 (103)
2� Z 10 j`(Kx)j`�1(KRp)KdK = 8><>: 0 0 < x < RpR`�1px`+1 Rp < x <1 (104)(101) and (103) ombine to make the radial funtion,Rp;`+1(Rp) = 1R`+2p Z Rp0 �p;`(x)x`+2dx (105)as do (102) and (104) form the ompanion,Rp;`�1(Rp) = R`�1p Z 1Rp �p;`(x)x1�`dx (106)Ed. 2.1 July 28, 2000 119
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The `+1 type radial funtion (105) is ombined with the `+1 surfae harmonias is the `� 1 (106) with the `� 1 harmoni to give the eletri �eld at Rp dueto a gsf fp(K):EXp =X̀m� �Cp`m�2(2`+ 1)�Rp;`+1(Rp)�y`+1m+1�(
Rp)� (`�m + 2)!(`�m)! y`+1m�1�(
Rp)�+Rp;`�1(Rp)�y`�1m+1�(
Rp)� (`+m)!(`+m� 2)!y`�1m�1�(
Rp)�� (107)EYp =X̀m� �Cp`m�2(2`+ 1)�Rp;`+1(Rp)�y`+1m+1�(
Rp)+ (`�m + 2)!(`�m)! y`+1m�1�(
Rp)�+Rp;`�1(Rp)�y`�1m+1�(
Rp) + (`+m)!(`+m� 2)!y`�1m�1�(
Rp)�� (108)EZp = X̀m� �Cp`m�(2`+ 1)�Rp;`+1(Rp)(`�m+ 1)y`+1m�(
Rp)�Rp;`�1(Rp)(`+m)y`�1m�(
Rp)� (109)The expressions for the Xp, Yp and Zp omponents of the eletri �eld, givenabove by (107), (108) and (109), respetively, are enoded into FOPROP for thealulation of the eletri �eld at Rp generated by pseudoatom p.C.3 Eletrial Field GradientsThe eletri �eld gradient of a harge density distribution is related to the seondderivatives of its potential, �(r). It is a traeless, seond rank tensor.Q�� = �2�(r)���� � Æ��3 r2�(r) (110)It is easy to reast (110) in terms of K�spae. In this ase the eletri �eldgradient, due to pseudoatom p, may be determined from (96) with L = 2. Agsf will form linear ombinations of harmonis with degree ` + 2, `, and ` � 2via multipliation by the operator y2M�(
K). Angular integration will generate4� � i�j, with j = 4, 2, and 0 for the `+ 2, `, and `� 2 harmonis, respetively.Ed. 2.1 July 28, 2000 120
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The orresponding radial integrals will be,2� Z 10 fp;`(K)jn(KRp)K2dK =Z 10 �p;`(x)x2 � 2� Z 10 j`(Kx)jn(KRp)K2dK� dxn = `+ 2; `; `� 2: (111)Two of the three integrals in (111) are outside the bounds of analytial ontinu-ation for use of the Weber�Shafheitlin disontinuous integral. With a reursionrelation for spherial Bessel funtions,jn�1(z) + jn+1(z) = 2n+ 1z jn(z) (112)the integrals with j`+2 and j`�2 in (111) an be reexpressed as,2� Z 10 j`(Kx)j`+2(KRp)K2dK =�2`+ 3Rp � 2� Z 10 j`(Kx)j`+1(KRp)KdK� 2� Z 10 j`(Kx)j`(KRp)K2dK (113)2� Z 10 j`(Kx)j`�2(KRp)K2dK =�2`� 1Rp � 2� Z 10 j`(Kx)j`�1(KRp)KdK� 2� Z 10 j`(Kx)j`(KRp)K2dK (114)The integrals that have spherial Bessel funtions of the same order in the in-tegrand are Hankel's repeated integral (Watson [50℄ eqn (1) on p. 456) whihillustrates the inverse Fourier�Bessel transform for fp;`(K).Z 10 �p;`(x)x2 � 2� Z 10 j`(Kx)j`(KRp)K2dK� dx = �p;`(Rp) (115)The other two integrals satisfy the onditions of Weber�Shafheitlin with theresults the same as given by (103) and (104), but with an extra fator of R�1pfrom the reursion relation (112). The radial funtions from (111), but with theEd. 2.1 July 28, 2000 121
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fators 2` + 3 and 2` � 1 omitted sine they just anel the same terms in thedenominators of fators for the produts of y2M�y`m� are:Rp;`+2(Rp) = 1R`+3p Z Rp0 �p;`(x)x`+2dx (116)Rp;`�2(Rp) = R`�2p Z 1Rp �p;`(x)x1�`dx (117)The other radial funtion is simply �p;`(Rp) itself. Everything is now in plaeto give the expliit ontributions of a pseudoatom at site p to the eletri �eldgradient at Rp.The �eld gradient expetations are related to the seond order irregular spher-ial harmonis aording to the equalities given below:�3x2 � r2r5 � = � 12y22+ � y20r3 � �3xyr5 � = � 12y22�r3 ��3y2 � r2r5 � = �� 12y22+ � y20r3 � �3xzr5 � = Dy21+r3 E (118)�3z2 � r2r5 � = �2y20r3 � �3yzr5 � = Dy21�r3 ENotie that this seond rank tensor is traeless. The diagonal elements are shownon the lefthand side of (118). With the de�nitions given in (118), the radialfuntions (116) and (117), and the produt relations for y2M�y`m�, the �eldgradient omponents at Rp from pseudoatom p are:�3x2 � r2r5 � =X̀m� 3Cp`m�4(2`+ 1)�Rp;`+2(Rp)�y`+2m+2�(
Rp)�2(`�m + 2)!(`�m)! y`+2m�(
Rp) + (`�m + 4)!(`�m)! y`+2m�2�(
Rp)�+Rp;`�2(Rp)�y`�2m+2�(
Rp)� 2 (`+m)!(`+m� 2)!y`�2m�(
Rp)+ (`+m)!(`+m� 4)!y`�2m�2�(
Rp)��4(2`+ 1)3 �3X2p �R2pR5p � �p;`(Rp)y`m�(
Rp)� (119)Ed. 2.1 July 28, 2000 122
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�3y2 � r2r5 � = X̀m� 3Cp`m�4(2`+ 1)��Rp;`+2(Rp)�y`+2m+2�(
Rp)+2(`�m+ 2)!(`�m)! y`+2m�(
Rp) + (`�m+ 4)!(`�m)! y`+2m�2�(
Rp)��Rp;`�2(Rp)�y`�2m+2�(
Rp) + 2 (`+m)!(`+m� 2)!y`�2m�(
Rp)+ (`+m)!(`+m� 4)!y`�2m�2�(
Rp)��4(2`+ 1)3 �3Y 2p �R2pR5p � �p;`(Rp)y`m�(
Rp)� (120)
�3z2 � r2r5 � = X̀m� 3Cp`m�2`+ 1 �Rp;`+2(Rp)(`�m+ 2)!(`�m)! y`+2m�(
Rp)+Rp;`�2(Rp) (`+m)!(`+m� 2)!y`�2m�(
Rp)�(2`+ 1)3 �3Z2p � R2pR5p � �p;`(Rp)y`m�(
Rp)� (121)
�3xyr5 � = X̀m� �3Cp`m�4(2`+ 1)�Rp;`+2(Rp)�y`+2m+2�(
Rp)�(`�m + 4)!(`�m)! y`+2m�2�(
Rp)�+Rp;`�2(Rp)�y`�2m+2�(
Rp)� (`+m)!(` +m� 4)!y`�2m�2�(
Rp)��4(2`+ 1)�XpZpR5p � �p;`(Rp)y`m�(
Rp)� (122)Ed. 2.1 July 28, 2000 123
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�3xzr5 � = X̀m� 3Cp`m�2(2`+ 1)�Rp;`+2(Rp)(`�m+ 1)�y`+2m+1�(
Rp)�(`�m+ 3)!(`�m+ 1)!y`+2m�1�(
Rp)��Rp;`�2(Rp)(`+m)�y`�2m+1�(
Rp)�(`+m� 1)!(`+m� 3)!y`�2m�1�(
Rp)��2(2`+ 1)�XpZpR5p � �p;`(Rp)y`m�(
Rp)� (123)�3yzr5 � = X̀m� �3Cp`m�2(2`+ 1)�Rp;`+2(Rp)(`�m + 1)�y`+2m+1�(
Rp)+(`�m+ 3)!(`�m+ 1)!y`+2m�2�(
Rp)��Rp;`�2(Rp)(`+m)�y`�2m+1�(
Rp)+(`+m� 1)!(`+m� 3)!y`�2m�1�(
Rp)��2(2`+ 1)�YpZpR5p � �p;`(Rp)y`m�(
Rp)� (124)The expressions given in (119) through (124) are oded in VALRAY for a pseu-doatom alulation of the eletri �eld gradient atRp, whih need not be a nulearsite.C.4 Gradient of the Eletron DensitySpherial surfae harmonis are useful funtions for mathematial analyses suhas Fourier transformations. For omputational work, however, the Cartesianrepresentations, suh as those listed in Tables 1 to 3 in setion 2.3 of this manual,are preferable. The angular funtions in diretion osines are proportional to thespherial surfae harmonis. A pseudoatom basis funtion an be represented by�`m�(r) = �`(r)A`m�(qx; qy; qz)=4�: (125)The funtion A`m� is omputed in both the least squares and properties pak-ages (VALLSQ and FOPROP, respetively) of VALRAY. For the gradient of thepseudoatom basis funtion, the � omponent (with � = x; y; z) is��`m�(r)�� = �q��0̀ (r)A`m� + �`(r)�A`m��� � =4� (126)Ed. 2.1 July 28, 2000 124
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where in (126)�0̀ (r) = d�`(r)dr (127)and �A`m��� = �A`m��qx �qx�� + �A`m��qy �qy�� + �A`m��qz �qz�� : (128)A funtion routine in FOPROP omputes the vetor omponents �A`m�=�q�.The partial derivatives of the diretion osines q� with respet to a oordinate �in (128) is related to other diretion osines and the inverse of r via the relation,�q��� = Æ�� � q�q�r (129)FOPROP also inludes routines to ompute �0̀ (r) in (127) for some of the funtionsgiven in Appendix A.C.5 Hessian of the Eletron DensityFor omputation of the Hessian of the pseudoatom bases, the Cartesian repre-sentation for �`m�(r) is exploited muh the same way as done for the gradient.In terms of �`(r), A`m�(q) and assorted partial derivatives, the Hessian of apseudoatom basis is,�2�`m�(r)���� = �q�q��00̀(r)A`m�+�0̀ (r)�Æ�� � q�q�r A`m� + q��A`m��� + q� �A`m��� �+�`(r)�2A`m����� �=4�: (130)An expliit form of the partial derivatives of the A funtions with respet to aoordinate, �, is given in (128). The seond order partial derivative term thatinvolves the A funtion ontains fators of the type�2A`m��q��q� :These tensor elements are alulated by a funtion routine in FOPROP. The rou-tines that ompute A`m�, �A`m�=�q�, and �2A`m�=�q��q� in VALRAY are re-strited to a maximum ` of seven.Ed. 2.1 July 28, 2000 125
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C.6 Laplaian of the Eletron DensityThe Laplaian operator in spherial polar oordinates is,r2 = 1r2 � ��r �r2 ��r� + ��� �(1� �2) ���� + 1(1� �2) �2��2� (131)A gsf basis funtion in VALRAY is i`f`(K)y`m�(
K) with a orresponding diretspae funtion �`(r)y`m�(
r)=4�. In the Laplaian operator shown above, onlythe r derivative terms work on �`(r), whereas the � and � derivatives will applyonly to y`m�. The radial part in r from (131) gives,��r �r2��`(r)�r � = r2�00̀(r) + 2r�0̀ (r): (132)With,y`m�(
) = Pm̀(�)� osm�sinm� (133)the � dependent part from (131) is,(1� �2)�2Pm̀(�)��2 � 2��Pm̀(�)�� = � m2(1� �2) � `(`+ 1)�Pm̀(�): (134)The right hand side of (134) ompletes the de�ning di�erential equation for anassoiated Legendre funtion. For the � dependene,1(1� �2) �2��2 � osm�sinm� = � m2(1� �2) � osm�sinm� (135)By summing (132), (134) and (135), and dividing by r2 the Laplaian of thepseudoatom basis funtions is,r2�`m�(r) = ��00̀(r) + 2�0̀ (r)r � `(`+ 1)�`(r)r2 � y`m�(
r)=4� (136)The r dependent funtion in (136) has been oded in VALRAY for several of theradial funtions disussed in Appendix A.
Ed. 2.1 July 28, 2000 126
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